**Spring Cleaning: room by room master list**

### Kitchen

- Remove items from counter tops and open shelves
- Dust/Vacuum/Wash Ceiling. (use caution if washing, some ceiling finishes don't like being wet)
- Dust/Clean Ceiling Fixtures (lights, fans etc...)
- Remove items from walls. Dust/Clean them as you remove them
- Remove window coverings (if possible) for cleaning
- Wash tops of cabinets and fridge
- Wash outside of upper cabinets and range hood
- Wash walls and back splash, don't forget the grout if you have it.
- Wash windows, including tracts and frames. Wash window coverings now if you left them up.
- Wash counters and stove top and any open shelves
- Wash outside of lower cabinets and drawers, and fronts of all appliances.
- Pull out fridge, wash sides, vacuum back and floor, and wash wall and floor in behind
- Pull out oven (if possible), wash sides, vacuum back and floor, wash all and floor behind
- Clean small appliances, and other counter top and open shelf items
- Wipe off counters, and put items back
- Remove Vent Covers, vacuum vents and wash covers. (wipe off baseboard heaters, be sure they are OFF first!)
- Clean sink and faucets
- Rehang wall items.
- Vacuum and scrub floor
- Throw window coverings into the wash (if it can be washed)
- Now, take some time to relax and unwind, you deserve it!
- Once laundry is finished, replace table linens, hang window coverings, and enjoy your spring cleaned space.
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### Other Seasonal Tasks

- Empty cupboards and drawers and wash the insides
- Deep clean oven and stove top
- Clean out fridge/freezer then wash interior
- Deep clean microwave and/or dishwasher
- Empty pantry and food cupboard, check expiration dates, clean interiors
- Touch up paint as needed